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A (TRUE) STORY OF (REAL)  
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by LOURENÇO BUSTANI, Founding Partner at Mandalah

About 2 yeArs Ago Mandalah was invited by Nike to help develop a vision for the brand in rio de Janei-
ro in anticipation of the 2014 World Cup and the 2016 olympic and Paralympic games. the objective was 
to gain legitimacy as a brand among Cariocas (residents of rio) and initiate a long- lasting dialogue with 
them. given the cultural peculiarities of rio and the fact that Nike’s brand was, at the time, too grounded 
in são Paulo and distant to most Cariocas, we knew this would be no easy task.

the first step in the process was to speak candidly to rio’s residents and understand their perspective 
with respect to the city’s current moment. We also wanted to understand, given the current state of 
affairs, what role a brand like Nike could play. Artists, community leaders, athletes, social entrepreneurs, 
musicians and many other cultural producers were spoken to over the course of 3 weeks as we camped 
out in the city. some of the key themes we drew out are listed below:

rio de Janeiro has traditionally been a neighborhood- driven city, where people seldom leave their neigh-
borhoods, in part because of long- lasting security concerns. As a consequence, the city’s “urban tribes” 
were somewhat isolated from each other.

 _ With the government’s intense pacification initiatives in the low- income communities, life in rio had 
become apparently safer and people were a bit more inclined to roam around the city freely.

 _ the Nike brand at the time was merely a foreign aspiration; few people had access to the brand nor 
could they relate to it through any memorable touchpoint.

 _ People were skeptical about Nike’s intentions, concerned with what appeared to be well- timed 
opportunism, given the 2 big events ahead.

 _ there was an overriding concern that if Nike adopted a top- down media- saturated “brand attack” in 
rio, typical of big corporate brands, it would be widely rejected by Cariocas.

 _ No one knew much about what the brand was up to and although the brand carried some very 
strong attributes (like quality, excellence, and strong team/player sponsorship), it had little share of 
heart among Cariocas.

these are some of the reasons why Nike and Mandalah chose to adopt a bottom- up approach in rio 
based on 2 somewhat adjacent principles: sport as a catalyst for social transformation and sport as an 
integrative force among residents of the city. the concept we developed –  “inFusion” –  is a play on words 
that refers to the city’s rapidly changing social dynamics as well as the role the Nike brand could play by 
infusing the city with its passion, energy and excellence in sport.
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over the following year, Nike was quick on its feet with regards to its plans for rio. A number of different 
initiatives (listed further below) in several different neighborhoods were conceived and/or intensified and 
in parallel, Nike prepared to inaugurate its rio offices.

between september 2010 and september 2012, I had the opportunity of going back to rio on several 
different assignments and inevitably met up with some of the opinion leaders who partook in that 
initial project for Nike. What I picked up from these informal chats was something both rewarding and 
eye-  opening.

 _ they were beginning to understand what Nike was up to;

 _ they were making reference to specific Nike- endorsed or Nike- led initiatives in different parts of the 
city, both rich and poor;

 _ to a greater or lesser extent, they were involved in these initiatives;

 _ Knowledge – e.g.: I know some of the solutions that are being carried out to combat these issues.

 _ engagement – e.g.: I have incorporated some of these solutions into my day- to- day life.

In many ways, the way Cariocas have responded to Nike’s trajectory in the city over the past 2 years 
follows this rationale. today we see that Cariocas are not only aware of Nike’s ambitions in the city, but 
they can also point out what exactly is being done and to some degree, they are also involved in these 
initiatives. For a city that feels quite small, where familiar faces bump into each other in the streets all 
the time, this should be no surprise, given the breadth and depth of Nike’s mandate in rio, summarized 
below:

 _ Partnership with Favela surf Club;

 _ running group Coisa da boa;

 _ skate ramp refurbishments at Lagoa;

 _ Light refurbishments to allow for night surfing at Arpoadar beach;

 _ Partnership with CuFA by sponsoring the Viaduto Futebol Club;

 _ support for the Favela Cup (football championship with CuFA);

 _ Deep, long- lasting relationship with influencers from different urban tribes, through events;

 _ “AgorAeHrIo” celebration with brand activation efforts;

 _ sponsorship of the university Carioca surf Championship;

 _ Venus Circuit running for women;

 _ Adoption and renovation of football fields;

 _ opening of Nike offices in Ipanema;

 _ opening of Nike town (october).

Nike’s story in rio is only just beginning. but what’s worth noting is that the brand seems to have made 
some important decisions in terms of laying the groundwork for sustainable growth moving forward. 
While the World Cub and the olympics will undoubtedly accelerate Nike’s ambitions, its true brand legacy 
will be secured through the deep connections currently being established with Cariocas from all walks of 
life. In retrospect, there are a few key take- aways from this experience which we feel could add value to 
other brands in similar situations:
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 _ Do more, say less – focus on getting things done, connecting with people, causing real impact, and 
less so on selling yourself.

 _ Be the Nudge – always encourage people to do things that are essentially good for them, like sport.

 _ Bottom up –  start from the bottom, where real change is most necessary, and see your efforts 
trickle up.

 _ they seemed motivated and excited about all of this.

this impression, built over those 2 years, was duly solidified earlier this month when I spent 1 week in 
rio speaking to over 70 athletes, from all age groups and backgrounds and in different parts of the city. 
the consensus was clear:

Nike and the city of Rio de Janeiro had tied the knot. Not only did Nike hold loads of share of mind, it 
also seemed to be part of everyone’s share of heart, setting itself apart from all other sports brands, 
including Adidas who, despite strong sponsorship efforts, does not seem to connect so deeply with 
Rio’s social fabric.

Nike’s conquests reminded me of a framework we developed some time ago, when undertaking an 
assignment for general Motors in south Africa, the united Arab emirates and Colombia. At the time, we 
needed to understand the level of socio- environmental consciousness of citizens from those countries in 
order to direct gM’s investments into fuel alternatives. We therefore created a framework that measured 
on 3 degrees of citizen interaction with issues surrounding sustainability:

 _ Awareness – e.g.: I am aware of discussions around issues like global warming and carbon 
emissions.

 _ Empower the mobilizers – give resources to those people that are already moving the masses and 
making things happen.

 _ Be an integrative force – bring people together, always.

 _ Strong, local execution – make sure you have a very committed team on the ground to ensure swift 
execution and legacy tracking over time.

our bet is that Nike’s rio story will soon become an inspiration for other brands which are desperately 
looking for direction as the two big events get closer and closer. Although we caution against a “one size 
fits all” approach, one thing is clear: when you are able to see your role as company beyond what you 
sell, doing well becomes merely a consequence.
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